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Given any bounded abclian p-group A for some prime p, we determine a system 
of representatives forthc orbits of A under its automorphism group. This is used 
to determine the number of orbits. As a consequence, certain types of groups are 
characterized by this numbcr, ce; 1999 Academic Press 
The structure of the group Aut(G)  of all automorphisms as well as of 
the ring End(G) of all endomorphisms of an abelian group G was studied 
in a series of papers, starting with investigations by K. Shoda as early as 
1928. We mention the papers by K. Shoda [12, 13], R. Baer [1], L. Fuchs 
[5], H. Leptin [7-10], and H. Freedman [2-4], without any claim for 
completeness. These papers clarify the structure of Aut(G)  and of End(G) 
by exhibiting a series of normal subgroups or of subrings and ideals, 
respectively. However, the action of Aut(G)  as a permutation group on G 
has not been studied in any depth, as far as we know. Simple invariants 
like height and order of elements do not suffice, in general, to distinguish 
different orbits under Aut(G), see Remark 5.7 below. The present paper 
was stimulated by an investigation of (not necessarily abelian) groups 
whose automorphism group has at most 3 orbits, compare [11]. 
*The authors thank Bernhild Stroppel for several helpful comments on preliminau 
versions, which led to substantial improvements. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be an abelian group. We are interested in the number co(G) of 
orbits under Aut(G). First of all, we note that the torsion subgroup 
T := Tor(G) consisting of all elements of finite order in G is a characteris- 
tic subgroup. It is obvious that co(G) < ~ implies ~o(T) < ~, and that this 
implies that T is bounded; that is, there is a natural number m such that 
mT = 0. In fact, our assumption co(G) < ~ a!so yields that the torsion 
subgroup is a direct summand. We collect the information about the 
general case in the following 1emma, before we confine ourselves to a 
study of abelian p-groups. 
LEMMA 1.1. For every abelian group G with co(G) < % the following 
hold. 
(1) The torsion subgroup T of G is a direct sum T = (~f=l  G~_ of 
bounded p,-groups, for pairwise different primes p,. 
(2) Each of the subgroups G, is characteristic n T, the group Aut(T)  is 
isomolphic to ~_~Aut(G~) ,  and co(T) = ~I-1 ~o(G,). 
(3) There is a characteristic subgroup D of G such that G = D • T; 
and D is the additive group of a vector space over Q. 
(4) We have co(G) = co(D), co(T), and co(G) = 2. ~o(T) if D ~ {0}. 
Proof For every positive integer n, let *G be the endomorphism of G 
that maps g to ng. Our assumption w(G) < ac implies that the sequence 
of characteristic subgroups K,, := ker/z,, becomes stationary: we find a 
positive integer m such that K~,, = LJ~ >, K,,. From T = U,, > ~ K~ we then 
infer mT = {0}. If Pl  . . . . .  Pt are the prime divisors of m = I~ti_lp, ~,, we 
put G i := Kp~,, and obtain T = ®ti= 1Gi- 
The characteristic subgroup D := mG has trivial intersection with T, 
and is thus torsion-free. As D is characteristic in G, we have co(D) < 
co(G) < ~. For every positive integer n, the endomorphism #,  yields an 
injective homomorphism from the group D onto its characteristic sub- 
group nD. Since there is no infinite descending sequence of characteristic 
subgroups in D, we conclude nD = D, and see that D is divisible. As D 
has trivial torsion subgroup, it is a uniquely divisible abelian group, and 
carries the structure of a vector space over Q. This entails ~o(D) = 2 if 
D v a {0}. 
Finally, we observe mD= D =mG and conclude G = D + ker ~m = 
D ® T. Therefore, we have G = D • T, and Aut(G)  ~- Aut (D)  × Aut(T)  
entails w(G) = co(D), co(T). | 
In the remainder of the present note, we determine w(G) in the case 
where G is a p-group and draw a number of consequences. 
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DEFINITION" 1.2. Throughout his paper, we fix a prime p. The additive 
group of a free module of rank d over the local ring Z(p ~) = 2/p~2 will 
be denoted by F(k, d). If d ¢ 0 we shall always choose F(k, d) in such a 
way that 2 (p  k) is contained (as a direct summand) in F(k, d). 
Let G be an arbitrary abelian p-group. Given g e G, the greatest 
integer m for which g = p"~x is solvable with x ~ G is called the height 
ht(g) of g in G. If  g = pmx is solvable whatever m is, we say that g is of 
infinite height in G, and we write ht(g) = ~. 
Remark 1.3. For a E F(k,d)\{O} we have ord(a)=pk-ht(o).  I n  a 
bounded abelian p-group, we have ht(a) = oc exactly if a = 0. 
2. F INDING REPRESENTATIVES 
We consider the abelian p-group A := (~k-1 F(k, d,), where the d~r are 
arbitrary cardinal numbers. Note that every bounded abelian p-group is 
isomorphic to a group of that form, compare [6, Theorem 17.2, p. 88]. 
For every a ~A we write a = ~]~=lak ~ ~kEKak, where a~ ~ F(k, d k) 
and K := {k e {1,. . . ,  i~} I dk 4= 0}. Occasionally, it will be convenient o 
identify A with • k>lF(k, dk), putting d k = 0 for k > n. The following 
result serves as one crucial argument when determining the orbits under 
the automorphism group of an abelian p-group. It is also a first indication 
towards the fact that, among the abelian groups satisfying p'54 = {0} 
pn-ld,  the free modules over 2ffp") are characterized as those A where 
the numeric invariant w(A) attains its minimum, compare R6sum6 5.8. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Elements x, y E F(k, d) belong to the same orbit ulMer 
Aut(F(k,  d)) exactly if they haue the same order. In particular, all embed- 
dings of 7/(p k) into F(k, d) are equi~alent, and w(F(k, d))= k + 1 if 
d=/:O. 
Proof. According to [6, Lemma 15.1], every element of order pk gener- 
ates a direct summand in F(k,d). Any complement o such a direct 
summand is (as a bounded abelian p-group) the direct sum of some family 
of cyclic subgroups. Because any two decompositions of F(k, d) as direct 
sum of cyclic subgroups are isomorphic, see [6, Theorem 17.4], each 
isomorphism between two subgroups of order pk extends to an automor- 
phism of F(k, d). (In fact, the complement to such a cyclic subgroup is 
isomorphic to F(k, d -  1), but we do not need this here.) For any two 
elements a, b ~ F(k, d) of order pk we find an isomorphism of the cyclic 
groups that maps a to b. Via an ~somorphism of the complements, this 
isomorphism extends to an automorphism of F(k, d). Now assume that x 
and y have the same order p"  in F(k, d). Then we find elements a, b of 
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order pk such that x = pk m a and y = pk-mb. Any automorphism ap- 
ping a to b maps x to y. | 
We shall give an algorithm which yields for each element a of A a 
representative r(a) of its orbit under the autornorphism group of A. This 
algorithm is motivated by the following observation: 
Remark 2.2. Let l, m be natural numbers,  and let x and y be elements 
of 2[(p m) and of Z ( f f ) ,  respectively. Then there is a homomorph ism 
from Z(p m) to 77(ff) mapping x to y exactly if ord(y)_< ord(x)  and 
ht(y)  >_ ht(x). If in ¢ l we obtain an automorphism of y (p l )  @ Z(p,n) 
mapping a 1 + a~ to a 1 - ~(a m) + am. In particular, the elements y + x 
and x belong to the same orbit under the group of all automorphisms of 
~(pl) • Z(pm). For each N c_ N with m, l ~ N, the automorphism just 
described extends to an automorphism of ff)~sN 77(p ~)" As the groups 
F(n, d,,) form free modules over 7/(pn), this automorphism also extends to 
an automorphisrn of A. 
ALGORITHM 2.3. Let a ¢ A be given. We put a k := 0 for each k > n. 
For the beginning of this algorithm set h_l  := 1 and K 1 := 0. Moreover,  
put 1 := 0. 
(1) Consider the set S l : -  {k ¢ N I hl_l -< k, ht(a k) = l}. There are 
two cases: 
(a) I fS  l v~ O, then set K l :=maxS land  h t :=2+ K I. 
Let ~b 1 be an endomorphism of A mapping ~k~K\~K,~F(k,d~)to (0} and 
~' l "  K l aK/ to a~l -- 2...k~h/_la k. 
(b) If S t = ~, thenset  K 1:= ~:i-i and A i :=  1+ h z_l. 
Let ~b I be an endomorphism of A mapping ~ l,.\(Kt}F(k, dx) to {0} and 
aKl to - -aA /  . 
I f  l ~ n - 1, then change l by adding 1 to it and repeat Step 1 for this new 
l. Otherwise continue with Step 2. 
(2) Def ine the set M~, := {KzI! ~ {0 . . . . .  n -- 1}} \{0} and set r(a)  
:= ~k ~ M ra(a), where rk(a) := p ht(aa) 4- pk~_ ~ ~_(pk) .  Moreover,  let 0, = 
~2"k=01Ok, and put % := id A + 4',. 
We will see in Remark  2.6 below that endomorphisms Oz with the 
propert ies required in Step 1 actually do exist. For the subsequent discus- 
sion of the results of this algorithm, we fix some element a ~ A. The 
following easy consequences of the algorithm will be used repeatedly. 
Remark 2.4. For l ~ {0, . . . ,  n - 1}, the following hold: 
( i )  We have h I_ 1 < ~I and ~¢l < hl. 
(2) If  S 1¢Qthen A z_l_< Kl" 
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(3) I f  S l = O then K l = K l 1 < Al-1 = • l  - -  1, 
(4) I f  k >_ A I_ 1 then ht(a k) _> I. 
LEMMA 2.5. For each l • {0 . . . . .  n - 1}, the foUowing hold: 
(1) I f  S l 4= 0 then ht(aK) _< ht(a k) and ord(aK,) >_ ord(a~) hold for 
each k • {&_l  . . . . .  1 + Kt}. 
(2) I f  $1 = ~ then we have ht(aK,) _< ht(aa~_) and ord(a~) >_ 
ord(aA, 1). 
Proof Assume first that S~ is not empty. For  k > A l ~, it is trivial that 
ht (a~)  = l < ht(a~). I f  k _< K I this yields ord(a~) = pk-ht(a~) ___pKl-ht(a~l) 
= ord(a~).  I f  k = 1 + K I we have k ~ $I, and infer ht(a k) >_ I + 1 f rom 
k >_ A l 1. This means  ord(a~_) = pk ht(aa) < p l+ Kz--(l+ 1) = p Kl-I = ord(a,t)  ' 
and the first assertion is established. 
Now assume S l = O, and set s := max({0} u {m I 0 < m _< l - l ,S  m 4= 
O}). Then  K l = K s and AI_ 1 = A s + (l - 1 - s). Hence  ht(a,~, 7) - ht (a~)  
> l - s _> 0, and we obtain 
o rd(aa  ' z) =pA r 1-ht(aA, i )~D(A~+I -s -1 )  (ht(a~i)+l-s+l) =p(h , -2 )  ht(a.i) 
= p~-ht(%~ = ord(aK,) = ord(a~z ). 
Combin ing Proposi t ion 2.1, Remark  2.2, and Lemma 2.5, we obtain: 
Remark 2.6. Endomorph isms 0~ with the propert ies required in the 
algor i thm actually exist, for each l • {0 . . . . .  n - 1}. 
The algor i thm yields A Z 1 < Al' Thus the set {1 . . . . .  n} is contained in 
the disjoint union of  intervals U}~ [ At_ 1, AI - 1], and our group is decom- 
n - 1 A t 1 posed as a direct sum A = GI= 0 B l, where B z := @k=A, ~F(k, dk)" For  
each I • {0, . . . .  n - 1}, the requi rements  for 01 yield 0l(a) = E ~k= ~P1(al,) 
= = _ E~,-1 (if S l ¢ ~)  or Ol(a) 4st(a~). Therefore,  we have ~(a)  a~, =~,_ a~ 
= -aa,_~ (if S I = ~) ,  respectively. This means 
a~- ~ [ a~ if S l ~ Q3 
a~ + ~9~(a) = / 0r = 
k ~ AI 1 if S l 
and thus 
n - -  1 
%(a)  = 
/=0 
A l - 1 ) 
a k + ~,(a) = ~ aK,= ~ a k. 
k=hz- I  /~{0 .... , n -  1} k~M~ 
S~¢ 
The somewhat  compl icated escr ipnon (using ~o) facilitates the proof  that 
% is an automorph ism of A:  
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LEMMA 2.7. For each a ~ A, the endomorphism q)a of A is an automor- 
phism of A, mapping a to Ek ~ Milk" 
Proof. The kernel of 0a contains Ek ~ MoF( k, dk), while the image of 0a 
is contained in Ek~ MoF(k, dk). Thus 0~ is a nilpotent endomorphism; in
fact, Off = 0. This implies that q~, is invertible (with inverse id A - 0a). | 
Mapping a k to pht(~D + pk Z is possible by an automorphism of F(k, d~) 
by Proposition 2.1. Thus Lemma 2.7 yields the following. 
COROLLARY 2.8. For each a ~ A, the element r(a) is a representative for 
the orbit of a under Aut(A). 
Remark 2.9. Let L be any subset of {1 . . . . .  n}. For a ~ @k~L~_(p k) 
the algorithm obviously ields M~ _c L. The subgroup (t) k ~ L Z(P k) of A is 
invariant under G- 
We have r(r(a)) = r(a) for all a ~ A. LEMMA 2.10. 
Proof. Since 
= fh t (ak)  i f k  ~M~ 
ht(rk( a) ) 
i f k~M u 
for every k ~ {1 . . . .  , n), we obtain that ht(rk(a)) = l, if and only if k ~ M a 
and ht(a k) = l, and this is equivalent o k = max S I. Thus the assertion 
follows by the definition of the algorithm. | 
We claim that R := (r(a) [ a ~ A} is a system of representatives for the 
orbits of A under its automorphism group. In view of Corollary 2.8, it 
remains to show that different elements of R belong to different orbits. 
3. COUNTING REPRESENTATIVES 
We use the notations from the algorithm defined in the second section. 
Again, let R = {r(a) I a ~ A}. The elements of R can be described quite 
explicitly by certain monotone functions. This description will facilitate the 
determination of the cardinality of R and will also be used in the proof 
that different elements of R represent different orbits under Aut(A). 
DEFINITION 3.1. For every subset L of {0 . . . .  , n - 1} let YL be the set 
of all functions f: L --+ K, which satisfy f (min L) > min L and f ( j )  - 
f( i )  > j - i for all i, j ~ L with j > i. Obviously, f is injective. 
Furthermore, set Y := U {YL [ L _c {0 . . . .  , n - 1}}. 
We define ~: ~--+ R by ~( f )  := El~ L(P l + PfCOZ), where L = L( f )  is 
the domain of f. (We still have to show that the image qb( j )  is contained 
in R; this will turn out during the proof of Proposition 3.3.) 
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The following procedure  assigns a function f , :  L ,  ~ K to each a ~ A:  
applying the algorithm to a we obtain the numbers K t. Then we put 
L .  := {1 ~ {0 . . . . .  n - 1}1 K l v~ ~q_ ~} and set fa(1):= K l. 
It will be useful to understand the transit ion descr ibed by q~, as follows. 
For  a e R, the function f~ maps L~ bijectively onto the set M~,; the 
inverse maps m to ht(a,~). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let f: L ~ {~ . . . . .  n} be an elernent of uK 
(1) For each I ~ L we have f(1) > I. 
(2) I fn  - 1 ~ L, then L = {n - 1} andf (n  - 1) = n. 
Proof Of course, it suffices to consider the case L 4: ~ .  We put 
j := rain L. Then f ( j )  > j holds by the very. definit ion of ~ ,  and f ( l )  > l 
follows since f ( l )  > l - j  + f ( j )  > l. In order  to prove the second asser- 
tion we assume j < n - 1 e L. The first assert ion yields f (n  - 1) = n. 
F rom f ~ ~ we infer n - f ( j )  = f (n  - 1) - f ( j )  > (n - 1) - j and reach 
the contradict ion f ( j )  <_j. | 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The function dp is a bijection, whose inL,erse fimction is 
given by ~-~(a)  = f~. 
Proof For  f ~ ~-wi th  domain L we apply the algorithm to ~( f ) .  
Using the fact that f is injective, we observe 
l i f  k = f(l) 
ht (dP( f )k )  = oc i fk¢ f (L ) .  
This means 
$ I= {{f~f )}  if f (1)  >--Al-1 and l~L  
otherwise. (1) 
Therefore,  we have M~)(f~ c_f(L). We show f ( l )  = K 1 for l E L by induc- 
tion: For  k<minL  we observe S k =Q and A k=k+ I+A 1 =k+2-  
For  l := rain L we obtain '~l- ~ = / + 1 _< f( l ) ,  and f ( l )  = K l follows im- 
mediately from (1). Now assume f (s )  = ~:~ for some s ~ L and let ! := 
min{m ~ L I rn > s}. Then 
a~_~ - - l -  t - s  + As = ( l -  1 - s )  + (2 + Ks) 
= l - s + 1 +f (s )  <_ f ( l ) ,  
and again f ( l )  = K s follows from (1). Hence f ( l )  = K I for l ~ L, and we 
obtain f ( L )c_M. ( f ) .  Using L~,(j~ =L  we thus deduce f.(f~ =f .  The 
observation r(q~(f)) = q~(f )y ie lds  q~(~-) 2 R. 
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We know already that the map • mapping a ~A to fa satisfies 
xp o ~ = ida. In order to show that ~ restricts to the inverse of q~, we 
have to verify ~P(R) _c j first. Consider r(a) = E~ ~ M(p ht(aD q- pk~_) E R 
for some a ~ A and define f := 'tr(r(a)). Obviously, we have L,(a~ = 
{ht(ak) I k ~ M,,}. Using ht(a1~) < k for each k ~ M~ and f(Lr(a)) c_ Ma, 
we obtain the inequality rain Lrta) < f (min  Lr(a~). Thus it remains to show 
f (1 ) - f ( s )> l - s  for all l , s~L~ with l>s .  Without loss, we can 
assume that there exists no rn ~ L,.(a ) with 1 > m > s. Then 
f (1)  = K l>_h t 1=I - -  1 - -S+ (2+ K,) = l - - s+ 1 +f(s ) .  
Hence xP(R) G Y. Finally, we observe 
• = = E (p'  = E (p'  
l C L r(a) l ~ Lr(a) 
= Z (pUt(aa)+pkZ = r (a ) ,  
keM~ 
and the proof  is complete. | 
Translating elements of R into functions in Y will not only help us to 
determine the number  of elements of R but will also facilitate the proof  
that R is a set of representatives for the orbits under Aut(A).  
Consider an element a e R. Starting with the bijection f~: L ,  ~ Mo 
(and its inverse, mapping m to ht(am)), we can easily determine fp~: in 
fact, we have M'  := {m eK Ipa , ,  4: 0} = {m ¢Ma Iht(am) <m - 1} 
since ht(a k) >_ k - 1 implies pa k = 0. Now ht(pam) = ht(a,,,) + 1 < m for 
each m e M'.  Putting L' := {l + 1 I I ~ L~, ht (G, )  < K l - 1} and defining 
f ' :  L' ~ K by f ' ( l  + 1) = f~(/), we easily see f '  e .yas  well as q~(f')  = pa. 
Thus f '  = fpa, and we have proved the following. 
LEMMA 3.4. For ezJely r e R, we hal;e pr ~ R. 
THEOREM 3.5. The set R forms a seI of  representath~es for &e orbits under 
Aut(A).  
Proofi Assume, to the contrary, that a and b are different elements of 
R that belong to the same orbit under Aut(A).  Then pa and pb belong to 
the same orbit, as well. Since R is closed under multiplication with p by 
Lemma 3.4, we may assume pa = pb. 
Let m := max{k ~ {1 . . . . .  n} [a k ¢ bk}. Then p(a,~ - b,,) = 0 ~ a,~ - 
b m yields ht(a,,, - b m)  = in  - 1. From t)  ht(am) - ] -pm~ = a,, ¢ b m = pht (b . , )  
+p"Z we infer ht(a m) ¢ ht(bm). Without loss of generality, we may 
assume ht(a m) < ht(b~,). Then the inequality 
h t (a , , )  = ht ( (a  m - b,,~) + b,n ) > min{ht(a,~ - b,~),ht(bm) } 
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yields ht(a,,)  > m - 1, and ht(b m) > m - 1 gives b m = 0. Using ht(a m) = 
m - 1, the properties of f ,  yield a k = 0 for each k < rn. Therefore, we 
have ht(a) = ht(a m) = in - 1. As a and b belong to the same orbit under 
Aut(A),  we have ht(b) = m - 1. This means that there exists k > m such 
that b k =/)  ht(bk) -~pkz =pro-1  +pk~_.  By our choice of in, we know 
ht(a k) = ht(b k) = ht(a,,,). But this contradicts our basic assumption that a 
belongs to R. | 
COROLLARY 3.6. The number of orbits under Aut (A)  is exactly 19-1. 
Note that the set R does not actually depend on the cardinal numbers 
d k, but only on the information which of these are nonzero, which is 
encoded in the set K. 
COROLLARY 3.7. For any choice of cardinal numbers d l ,  . . . , d,~ we obtain 
the equality w( ~ 1 F(k, dk)) = ~o( t~k~ K Y(P ~)), where K denotes the set 
(k ~{1 . . . .  ,n} ldk  v~ 0}. 
4. A FORMULA FOR THE NUMBER OF  ORBITS 
In this section, we use the description of R by the set J - -and derive a 
general formula for FRI = 13J. This formula becomes quite easy in the 
cases where [KI _< 3. In the last section, we will use this to obtain 
characterizations of certain types of groups, compare R6sum6 5.8. 
Let n be a natural number, and let K be a subset of {1 . . . .  , n}. We write 
®j for the set of all strictly increasing functions from {l . . . . .  j} to K; these 
functions are just a way of describing the subsets of K that have j 
elements. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (c~.) k ~ t< be a family of nonzero cardinal numbers, 
and consider A := • h ~ K F(k, ci~). Then 
I](I J 
 o(A) = 1 + g E o (1)F I  (o ( i )  - o ( i -  1) - 1). 
j= l  0~% z=2 
For j = 1, it is understood that the (empty) product 
.i 
F I  (o ( i )  - o ( i -  1) - 1) 
i=2  
takes the value 1. We postpone the proof, and notice first that the formula 
given in Theorem 4.1 takes a rather simple form for IK1 < 3. 
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COROLLARY 4.2. Let k < l < n be natural numbers, and let c, d, e be 
nonzero cardinal numbers. 
(1) ForA  := F(k ,c )  • F (n ,d )  we have ~o(A) = 1 + n + k(n  - k). 
(2) For B := F(k ,  c) • F(l, d) ® F(n,  e) we obtain 
~(B)  = I + ,  + k ( ,~  - k )  + l ( , ,  - l )  + ~( l  - ~ - 1 ) (~ - Z). 
The core of the proof  of Theorem 4.1 lies in the following. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let j and n be natural numbers uch that 2 < j <_ n, let K be 
a subset of  {1 . . . . .  n}, and let ~9:{1 . . . . .  j} ~ K be a strictly increasing ,nap. 
For each subset L c_ {0, . . . ,  n - 1}, we form the set YL as in Definition 3.1, 
and put ,-Y~I := {f ~ ~ I f ( L )  = J} for J := O({1 . . . . .  j}). Moreover, we put 
9 -J := UL~{0 ...... _~.  Then 
1 
]J1l = 0(1)  ~[  (~( i )  - O(i  - 1) - 1). 
z=2 
Proof. For f - L, we can write L = {/1 , . .  lj} with l~ := f 1(0(i)), 
and the sequence t1, o.., lj is strict]y increasing. Moreover,  we have 
~(]~) > 11, and O( i )  - ,3(i - 2) > !~ - l, 1 > 0 
fo r2_<i_<j .  ( * )  
On the other hand, every strictly increasing sequence 0 _< 11 < ... < la < n 
that satisfies (* )  defines a function g ¢ YJ  by g(I i) := O(i). Thus I J I is 
just the number  of possibilities to choose a sequence with property (*). 
This property entails that the sequence is strictly increasing, and (* )  is 
equivalent o 
t 1 < @(])  and l,_ i <[ ,  < O( i )  - O( i -  1) + l ,  1 fo r2  < _<j. 
We find 0(1) possibilities to choose I~, and O(i) - O(i - 1) - 1 possibili- 
ties to choose l,. This gives the assertion. | 
Now we can prove Theorem 4.1: according to Corollary 3.6, we have 
~o(A) = >Z = E j~KI J J I .  The set J is the image under a unique strictly 
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increasing map O ~ @Vl" Using Lemma 4.3, we obtain 
IKI 
o , (A)  = I J I  = + Z IYl 
J cK  1=] J cK  
Ial=j 
[KI 
=lg-q+ L Z 1,9-<0 . . . .  }'I 
./=1 0~®1 
IKi j 
=13-~1+ E E 0(1) t-[(O(i) - O( i -  1) - I). 
.1=1 ~9~®; t=2 
Therefore, the observation I~ j  = 1 yields Theorem 4.1. | 
5. APPLICATION: CHARACTERIZATIONS 
In this last section, we compute the cardinality of the set R of represen- 
tatives for the orbits under Aut(A) for several special groups A, and apply 
this to characterize the groups of the form 
F(n ,d ) ,F ( l , c )  eF (n ,d ) ,F (n - i , c )  oF (n ,d ) ,  and (~D F(k,  dk) 
k=l  
with nonzero cardinals c, d, d k among the abelian groups satisfying p'~l = 
{0} 4= p"- IA.  In particular, it will turn out that the groups @~= 1F(k, d k) 
are exactly' those where w(A) is maximal, while w(A) attains its minimal 
value just for the nontrivial free modules F(n, d) over Z(p=). The latter 
assertion is in fact a simple corollary to the fo!lowing observation. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let K be a proper subset of the finite set R c_C_ ~. For every 
k ~ K,, let d~_ be a nonzero cardinal number, and consider the groups 
A := @k~xF(k, dk) andA:= ¢)k~rF(k,d~). Then w(A) < ~o(Z). 
Proof Let J and if- be the sets of functions corresponding to the 
systems R and R of representatives for the orbits under AutfA) and 
Aut(A), respectively. From the definition of 3 - in  Definition 3.1 it is 
obvious that 9- is contained in J .  Now pick m ~ t7 \ K. Then the function 
f: {0} -~ K ~ mapping 0 to m belongs to 3 \5<.  | 
THEOREM 5.2. I rA is an abelian p-group satisfying p~A = {0} v~ p~- ~A, 
and if ~o(A) > n + 1, we haue w(A) >_ 2n. Furthermore, ~o(A) = 2n holds 
exactly irA is isomoq2hic to F(k, c) @ F(n, d) for suitable non-zero cardinals 
c and d, and k ~ {1,tz - 1}. 
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Proof. As every bounded abel ian p -group is i somorphic  to 
@~ ~ X F(k ,  d~) for some suitable finite subset K ___ N and suitable nonzero 
cardinals d k, we can apply our algorithm and find o ) (A)= [J-1. F rom 
Proposit ion 2.1we infer ]KI > 2. Corollary 4.2yields ~o(A) >_ 2n if [K] = 2. 
Using Lemma 5.1, we see that ]KI > 2 implies o)(A) > 2n. There remains 
the case where A is isomorphic to F(k ,  c )•  F(n,  d), and ~o(A)= 2n 
implies k e {1, n - 1} by Corollary 4.2. | 
In order to show that o)( @~-1F(k ,  dk)) = 2" holds exactly if d k v~ 0 for 
each k ~ {1 . . . . .  n}, we collect some information about 3:. 
DEFINITION 5,3. For nonnegative integers l, m let 3-(I, m) be the set of 
all functions f:  L( f )  ~ {1 . . . .  , n} in 3-  with l = max L( f )  and f ( l )  < m. 
Furthermore,  we let J ( -1 ,  m)  consist of the unique function f: ~ 
{1, . . . ,  n). 
LEMMA 5.4. Let m be a nonnegatiL~e integer with m ~ n. 
(1) I f  f: L ( f )  ~ {1 . . . . .  n} is contained in Jand  ]L(f ) l  > 2, we set 
l := max L( f )  and s := max L( f )  \ {/}. Then the restriction o f f  to L ( f )  \ {/} 
is an element of  J ( s ,  f ( l )  - I + s - 1). 
(2) Let i and l be nonnegative integers atisfying i < l < m, and con- 
sider a function g ~ ~-(i, m - l + i - 1), with domain L(g) .  Extend g to a 
function ~: L (g )  U {/} ~ {1 . . . .  , ~z} by putting ~(l) := m. Then ~ belongs to 
Y( I ,  m). 
(3) We haee 
l{ f¢  J ( l ,m) l f (1 )  = m and 
l -1  
IL(U)I 2}1 = E I J ( i ,m- l  ÷ i -  1)1. 
z=0 
Proof. Let f,  l, and s be given as in the first assertion. Since f ~ Y, we 
obtain flgtf~\(1) ~ g and f ( s )  < f ( l )  - l + s; hence f ~ ~(s ,  f ( l )  - I + 
s - 1). For the second assertion we just have to show ~ ~ ~K Because g 
belongs to Y( i ,  m - l + i - 1), we have 
~,( l )  - ~( j )  = ~( l )  - ~( i )  + ~, ( i )  - ~ , ( j )  = m - g ( i )  + g( i )  - g ( j )  
>_m- (m- /+ i -  1) + i - j  > l - j  
for all j E L(g) ,  and ~ ~ J follows immediately. 
The last assertion is a consequence of the preceding ones. | 
LEMMA 5.5. For all l, m ~ 2 with - 1 <_ 1 < m < n we haL~e the equality 
13-(l, m) /= (i+'~). 
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Proof. We use induction over m. If m = 0, then l =-1  and 
1~( -1 ,0 ) l  = 1 = (0 °) is satisfied. Now consider an arbitrary m. If l = 
m - 1, Lemma 3.2 yields lY(I, m)l = 1 and the claim follows immediately. 
If l < m - 1, then we use Lemma 5.4 and the induction hypothesis to 
obtain 
I~(l,m)l =lg(l,m - 1)1 +]{f~Z( l ,m) l f (1 )  = m}[ 
=[9- ( l ,m - 1)1 + l{ fz  J ( l ,m) l f (1 )  = m and ILl >_ 2}i + 1 
m - 1) l-a = + '~ l  ( )t _ . J i ,m- l+ i -1  +1 
l+1  
i=0  
= t , l+ l  ) +,--~0, -l+ii+l 
'( ) = ~ m- /+ i -1  
l=-1  i+1  
'( )( = ~ m - l + i  _ 
i = - 1  i+1  
:(m) 
l+1  ' 
m-l+i-1)i 
I I  Proof. As before, we may assume that A = @k= 1F(k, dk) for certain 
cardinal numbers d k. If  d k ~ 0 for all k ~ {1 . . . . .  n}, we apply Corollary 
3.6 and Lemma 5.5 to obtain 
n-1  
~(A)  = I~  = E Ig ( l , , ) l  = 
/=-1  
n£• l+ l  
I= 1 /=0 
Conversely, Lemma 5.1 shows that w(A) < 2 n holds whenever d k = 0 for 
some k ~ {1 . . . . .  n}. | 
Remark 5.7. If A is any abelian group such that p~A = {0} then every 
nontrivial element of A is contained in a cyclic group generated by some 
element of height 0. Using Remark 1.3, we infer that ord(a) divides 
p,, ht(,~ whenever a belongs to A \ {0}. This means that the cardinality of 
we use the convention (2~)= 0 for k ~ N. | 
THEOREM 5.6. Let A be an abelian group satisfying p~A = {0} ~ p'~ 1A. 
Then w(A) < 2 n, and w(A) = 2 " holds if, and only if, the group A is 
isomorphic to 0~= 1F(k, d~_), where ttled k are arbitrary non-zero cardinal 
numbers. 
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the set {(ord(a) ,h t (a ) ) la  ~A} is at most 1 + £~i-~(n - h) = 1 + £~_~k 
= 1 + n(n + 1) /2.  For  n > 2, an easy induction shows 1 + n(n + 1) /2  < 
n 2 n. In this case, there must exist e lements a, b e G := @k= ~ 7/(P k) with 
ord(a)  = ord(b)  and ht(a)  = ht(b)  that belong to different orbits under  
Aut(G) .  It is easy to f ind such pairs among the representat ives produced 
by our algorithm: In A := Y(p)  ® Z(p  2) • y (p3) ,  the e lements a := 
(1 + pZ)  + (p  + p3~) and b := 1 +/922 satisfy ord(a)  = p2 = ord(b)  and 
ht(a)  = 0 = ht(b),  but they belong to different orbits under  Aut (A) .  
R&umd 5.8. Let A be an abel ian group satisfying p~A = {0} ~ p=-1/1, 
for some pr ime p. For  every natural  number  k and every cardinal  c, let 
F(k ,  c) denote the addit ive group of a free module of rank c over the ring 
Y/p~Z.  Then the following hold. 
® The number  co(A) falls in the range n + 1 < w(A)  <_ 2 ~. 
• The value co(A) = n + 1 is attained if, and only if, A ~ F(n,  c) for 
some nonzero cardinal  c. 
• If co(A) 4= n + 1 then even co(A) >__ 2n holds true. 
® The value co(A) = 2n is attained if, and only if, A = F (k ,c )  ® 
F(n ,  d) for nonzero cardinals c, d, and k ~ {1, n - 1}. 
® The value co(A) = 2" is attained if, and only if, A --- O~_ 1F(k,  c1~) 
for some family (c1~)~= i of nonzero cardinals %. 
In general,  the invariants "order"  and "height"  do not suffice to distin- 
guish different orbits under  Aut (A) .  
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